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Abstract: The formation of a Bahujan identity is basically seen in the form of caste consciousness among lower caste groups, who are
also the integral part of the Bahujans (productive caste groups). The caste consciousness among the Bahujans in Telangana region is low
because of their continuous oppression in their socio-cultural, economic and political dimensions, since historical times. Most of the Bahujan
leaders emerged in the region during the period of Telangana Armed Struggle as their identity consciousness was rooted in that movement.
But the history has not recognized the Bahujans and their identity movements as that was recorded by the so-called upper castes
elite-intellectuals. In the process of this struggle, Bahujans have played a key role and made numerous sacrifices. Their heroic resistance and
sufferings in that movement have not properly recorded in the history. However, the Bahujans themselves have tried to produce their
literature on diversified aspects of their communities with an aim of articulating their own interests and identities. This paper is an attempt to
analyze the role of Bahujans in Telangana Armed Struggle that reflected their identity in historical context. It examines such identity
formations in the former Nizam state, which is broadly the present Telangana. It also covers the process of Bahujan identity movements and
their formations in the Telangana armed struggle.
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them used to own one lakh to one-and-a-half lakh acres of land as

Introduction

well. There was the vetti system, that is, officially all the people had

The Telangana armed struggle against dora, landlords and

to work for the landlords without wage. It was almost half-slavery.

Nizam’s was an important historical event in Hyderabad state with

There were no civil and human rights. It was naturally hated by the

British imperialism till September 17, 1948. It was against the land

people. But they were helpless.

lordship, exploitation and dominance. It was a struggle for the

Historically,Telangana has become in popular perception, a

establishment of the peoples state(prajarajyam) in place of the

symbol of people’s rebellion in the recent past. A wide-ranging study

existing feudal landlords in this telangana region. The Indian

of the region, its people and its struggles is long overdue. The

freedom struggle had many streams. The main battle was fought

Telangana movement of the 1940s, the, doras (the dominant local

against British. There were 519 small and big Samsthans, princely

landlords in villages), the razakars (a paramilitary force), the police

states (kingdoms)

action (the Central government’s military action in 148) and the local

which were ruled by native kings under the

British umbrella. They were free only to exploit, torture the people in

heroes are still entrenched in the memories of the people.

their kingdoms, but had to pay huge amounts to the British Crown

In this period, the Arya Samaj started spreading its influence in

for being allowed to exist. But for the British, they would have been

the Congress. Communists gained dominance over the strongest

thrown out by the people long back.

linguistic-cultural organization, the Andhra Maha Sabha (AMS).

The Hyderabad state was the biggest and the largest state

They found a base in the rural areas of Telangana where commercial

(Samsthan)s in the Indian sub-continent in the colonial period. Half

agriculture was beginning to provide scope for a newly assertive

the districts were Telugu speaking, five Marathi speaking and three

peasantry. It demanded a fully responsible government as well as the

were Kannada districts. It consisted of the nine districts of Telangana

abolition of vetbegar (vetti), eviction of tenants, jagirdari. It also

(Adilabad,

Nalgonda,

demanded the abolition of tax on toddy tapping and reduction of

Warangal, Mahabubnagar, Medak and Nizamabad), five districts of

taxes and rent. The AMS organized a campaign against ‘vetbegar’ in

Marathwada (Bhir, Aurangabad, Parbhani, Nanded and Osmanabad)

the villages of Nalgonda district. By and large, though, it seems that

and three districts of Karnataka (Gulbarga, Bidar and Bijapur). Only

Dalits remained at the periphery of much of AMS organizing

Urdu was the official language and medium of instruction. Telangana

activities; however, as one study shows for a village in Bhongir taluk

(Hyderabad State) region was ruled by numerous dynasties like the

(a central area of Nalgonda), there was relatively more participation

Sathavahanas,

Qutubshahis,

by Dalits in cases where activists deliberately appealed to them.

Asafjahis, and Nizams upto September 1948. The land was

Upper castes were helped to develop socially through popular plays

concentrated in the hands of big Deshmukhs and landlords. Some of

and a library movement that included translations of Lenin, Stalin

Hyderabad,

Chalukyas,

Karimnagar,

Kakatiyas,

Khammam,

Mughals,

and Gorky as well as Mallepalle’. Bahujans were influenced by art
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forms such as the burrakatha and bathukamma.

At this point of time, several important conferences on the
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far in building a mass following in the countryside and in mobilizing
the peasantry into a revolutionary organization.

Mahar Watan issue were organized in border villages of Hyderabad

The actual role of Dalitbahujans in the struggles appears to have

State attended by Marathwada Dalits. In December 1938, an

been a subordinate one. There were claims that most recruits in the

Aurangabad district Dalit conference was held at Markanpur near

dalams came from the untouchable castes (Malas and Madigas) and

Chalisgan. Speaking on the occasion, Ambedkar unleashed a critique

from among the tribals. In all villages, Dalits and women were on

of the Hyderabad State and its policies. The resolutions asked for

the side of the Communists, and importantly, women took active part.

distribution of inam (watan) lands to Dalits, implementation of laws,

However, there was also notably, no depiction of Dalit women in the

abolishing Vetbegar and facilities for education’. Gradually,

accounts of women in the Telangana revolt.But in the more

Hyderabad State Mahars were drawn into the trajectory of

backward areas of Telangana, dominated by an unrelieved feudal

Ambedkar’s organization. Dalit activities in Telangana (Hyderabad

aristocracy, there was little evidence of even such a resistance.

State) began to gain momentum and some leaders worked

In this struggle, numerous Bahujans sacrificed their lives.

enthusiastically for the cause of Dalits. This included B.S.Venkat

According to Sundarayya,

Rao, who emerged as a powerful leader with the support of

Warangal, Karimnagar, Khammam and Hyderabad, 3,00,000 people

Venkataswamy. There were also as the Depressed Classes

were tortured and 50,000 were arrested and kept in detention camps.

Association (DCA) and Scheduled Caste Federation (SCF), Harijan

Some 10,000 were said to be in camps even till July 1950; about

Sevak Sangh (HSS.) whose leaders included J.Subbaiah, Bathula

2,000 were killed and 5,000 imprisoned for years’. The Telangana

Asaiah, Shyam Sunder, Sukam Achalu, Thakkar Bapu, Peesari

Armed Struggle that started with the sacrifice of martyr Doddi

Veeramani, Butti Raja Ram, Prem Kumar and others.

Komuraiah in Kadavendi of Warangal claimed the lives of

‘In 2,000 villages of Nalgonda,

From the late forties the Andhra Communist leadership began

approximately 4000 martyrs. During the struggle, Chakali Ilamma,

putting forward a Maoist line of a United Front – a two stage

Bandagi, Bathini Mogilaiah was sacrifices in the Telangana armed

revolution and national liberation struggle. In Telangana, the

struggles. Chakali ilamma fought against the Visnoor Dora of

Communist Central Committee had decided to call off the Telangana

Jangaon division, Warangal district. While the Telangana armed

Armed Struggle. In a situation of political instability in Hyderabad

struggle fought for the solution of land issues, eradication of poverty,

state in 1948, the Razakars gained one lakh members and the

vetti, this major movement did not create caste consciousness and

Nizam’s regime was left without the will or capacity to control them.

failed to unite people on caste lines. Thirumali opines, “However, on

However, this signaled the final crisis of the regime and the

the whole, the Communists were not successful in formulating

near-anarchy gave the Communists opportunity to seize power in

definite theoretical perspectives to be followed by the rank and file

Telugu speaking rural areas. There was a semi spontaneous party led

of the party to fight for new cultural values based on gender and

uprising in most parts of Nalgonda, Warangal and Khammam

caste equality”. He further argued that “the main achievement of the

districts. Parallel administration (described as a gram raj in the

communists in this period was that they were able to transform the

vernacular and as village soviets by the Communists), was set up in

moderate AMS into a peoples’ organization’. Many people learnt

nearly 4,000 villages. This was backed up by a thin line of armed

reading and writing in the night schools opened by them. They made

forces; by April 1948, the party could organize six area squads of

possible the emergence of poets, story writers, actors and dancers

twenty fighters each, and fifty to sixty village squads; by the end of

from otherwise illiterate people. Under their influence there emerged

August it was claimed that about 10,000 peasants, students and party

poets like Rajaram, Yadagiri and Suddala Hanumanthu and many

workers were actively participating in village squads and some 2,000

others”. At that point of time the Communists coined the two slogans

in mobile guerilla units formed. But acquiring arms remained a

of ‘land to the tiller’ and ‘Vishalandra’, the first one to bring all

major problem.

anti-landlord classes under their leadership, while the second was not

According to a recent dissertation of K. Srinivasulu, the

clear to people.

Telangana revolt mainly focused on Gadi, Vetti, which led to the

In all these struggles, Bahujans played a key role and made

unity of peasant cultivators, artisans, Dalits and other village

numerous sacrifices but their heroism and suffering was not

servants. Another important issue was that of agricultural wages. As

mentioned in a history, because history writers are basically from

a result, all Bahujans were against the Gadi and Jajmani system.

upper caste groups and ignore Dalit-Bahujans’ history. Bahujans

Communists dominated village committees fixed higher wages, and

which led to the formation of a Bahujan identity in the Telangana

following Indian army repression apparently when the landlords

armed struggle are analyses. The roles of Bahujans and their identity

attempted to re-impose the older lower wages, there was a wave of

in such historical movement are also being discussed.

agricultural labourers’ strikes in 1949; in some cases, women of
Bahujan communities led the strikes. It was also true that the

Telangana Armed Struggle Bahujans as their identity

Congress and Communists parties were not educating people on

In the process of this struggle, Bahujans have played a key role

caste lines. However, all these enthusiastic activities did not go very

and made numerous sacrifices. Their heroic resistance and sufferings
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in that movement have not properly recorded in the history. However,

relationship in the rise of protest consciousness among the various

the Bahujans themselves have tried to produce their literature on

social groups and how the communist party channelized it. The

diversified aspects of their communities with an aim of articulating

participants are presented more in terms of a broader community of

their own interests and identities. But the history has not recognized

caste for example, chillarollu or laborers, kapus/motubaries or

the Bahujans and their identity movements as that was recorded by

peasants. The chillarollu was an existing social and cultural

the so-called upper castes elite-intellectuals. The caste consciousness

community of people with low caste status, who depended on others

among the Bahujans in Telangana region is low because of their

for land, work and even for nyayamu (justice)”.

continuous oppression in their socio-cultural, economic and political

Communist perspectives

dimensions, since historical times. Most of the Bahujan leaders
emerged in the region during the period of Telangana Armed

At the moment a brief look at the existing literature on the

Struggle as their identity consciousness was rooted in that

Telangana armed struggle. A major drawback is the conflation of the

movement.

people with the leaders, neglecting often, how the convergence

The studies viewed the history in binaries of secular/communal,

between the two came about. The earlier writers saw everywhere the

feudal/capitalist, and colonial/nationalist paradigms. The major

party rather than the people. The communist participants in their

problem with such historiography is, as pointed out recently in the

writings attempted to see the movement as a reaction to the

context in European historiography, that it was a ‘vicious circle have

oppression of the landlords and the state, the ‘class structure’

us believe that nothing exists outside it. However, meaning”.

political strategy and tactics ignoring the growing class/sectional

Historical studies about the Bahujans

sentience among the people. For instance Putchalapalli Sundarayya’s
Telangana People’s Struggle and Its Lessons , Raja Bahadur Gour,

In reaction to such histories, a new historiography of “subaltern

Glorius Telangana Armed struggle, C.Rajeshwar Rao, The historic

studies” developed on South Asian history. Though new concerns

Telangana Struggle, Ravi Narayana Reddy, Heroic Telangana

were introduced in place of ‘unhistorical monism’’ it lacked a clear

Reminiscences and Experiences. Therefore, they could see the

concept of history and thus did not study the history in totality.

struggle only as ‘anti-feudal’ that erupted out of increasing

(Guha 1982:7). This history did not bring out the underlying

‘exploitation’. They could not fathom the changes taking place in the

class/caste/community interdependencies –materials, social or

lives of the various sections of the people and the consequent rise of

cultural and cultures were the products of such interdependencies

awareness among them. What is most repetitive in their workers is

and relationships. It did not attempt to identify the underlying

the ‘autocratic rule’ of the successive Nizams, ‘feudal economy and

laws/reasons that guided the transformation of societies/ history. In

polity, linguistic division in the state, Urdu domination, and so on,

their history, the role of the elite(intellectual) in understand the social

which amounted to nothing but to the political dislike of the Nizam’s

environment and intellectual interventions in the process of change

rule.

has nothing to do with the subaltern mass activities. It was

However, among the Communist Party writers Devulapalli

influenced more by sociology and literature and history was

Venkatwara, (Rao, D.V)1988, part 1) Arutla Narasimhulu (1989)

submerged into them losing its identity. Interestingly, it relied more

have emphasized the nature of people’s participation at the village

on wirings of intellectuals, i.e. elites to write subaltern history.

level. They have examined the process by which the people and the

However in attempting to ‘deconstruct’ the same History, the

party came together organizationally. Devulapalli Venkateswara Rao

historians depended upon the same elite literature. These studies did

has given a vivid picture of the people’s pressures form below and

not present the ‘subalterns’ vis-à-vis the others establishing the

the building up of the party with the ‘villages militants’ Arutla

unequal/exploitative relationship specific to deferent periods in

Ramachandra Reddy had given in details the growth of the

history.

movement as a result of the mass pressures that the taluq. Nalla

Therefore the few published works that have examined this

Narasimhulu’s nattative of this activities along with others around

study of telangana armed struggle have seen it as an anomaly. On the

Kadivendi was a reflection of the people’s activity and initiatives,

basis of memoirs (Dasharathi 1999), experiences of officials (Ahmed

which made the emergence of the Andhra Maha Sabha and the

1965), ideologies of political activists (Nalla 1989), folklore (Kumari

Communist Party possible in the area. His study differs from the

1974, 1977), interviews and the experience of the people and the

others in that he writes as part of the movement, i.e., from the

author’s personal knowledge of Telangana, a panoramic view of

standpoint of a cultural insider whereas the account of the others

rural life in Telangana has been depicted. As tirumali explained this

look like that of outsiders. He has given details about the social/

point of situation in his recent study, “the historical transformation of

caste background of the participants and the spread of the movement

various castes into three main social groups, with mutually exclusive

from village to village horizontally culminating in the formation of

lifestyles, and sometime mutually aggressive perspectives vis-à-vis

sangams. By and large, the communist party narratives tend to

others are constructed. It is not our interests to invoke or propose a

highlight the party activity at every stage, undermining the people’s

theory, but to highlight the issues relating to the caste/class

initiatives (particularly) after the Bhongir session of the AMS in
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1944). There were a large number of parallel people’ resistances

takeover of Hyderabad. The Congress leaders pressurised the Central

outside the purview of the communist party up to 1948, which it

leadership for some action. The Indian Army marched on Hyderabad

tried to incorporate into it at every stage of the struggle. The caste

state from four sides on September 13, 1948, and the Nizam

with the academics was no different. They depended mainly upon

surrendered on September 17. The Nizam’s army could not

the writings and interviews of the leaders, they were equally guilty in

withstand the pressure of the strong military force of the Indian

this regard.

Union. The resistance was nominal. The Nizam declared his

Razakars arrogance

surrender and the merger of the Hyderabad state was announced.
The CPI, which was fighting the main battle sacrificing a large

The Nizams’ volunteers, known as Razakers, unleashed terror

number of its comrades, was not consulted. No discussions were

on the people in the name of defending a Muslim kingdom. In fact

held. The Nizam, who was to be overthrown, was given a

large numbers of Muslims were living in utter poverty. An

respectable place and later declared as Raj Pramukh (equivalent to

overwhelming number of landlords who supported the Nizam were

the Governor) with two crore rupees as annual compensation. The

Hindus. Unfortunately a section of the Muslim population did

Indian Army marched on the villages. The CPI decided to carry on

believe in the slogan of “Anal Malik” (I am the King) and extended

the struggle. The landlords came back to the villages and tried to

support to the Nizam. But there were patriotic, democratic and

take back the distributed lands.

progressive minded Muslims who extended support to the

There was confusion. The middle class, business people,

anti-Nizam struggle. In the Telangana area where the Communists

intellectuals were happy that the Nizam’s rule came to an end. The

were leading the struggle, it never took a communal colour. It was a

merger with the Indian Union was achieved. They wanted the armed

struggle against outdated and outlived feudalism. The situation was

struggle to be withdrawn. The poor people were confused. The Party

ripe and the CPIs clarion call for armed struggle was responded to

decided to continue the armed struggle. Though there was betrayal

excellently by lakhs of people who participated in it. As a matter of

by the Congress and Union Government by compromising with the

fact the Party’s organisational infrastructure was weak in the

Nizam and landlords, the changed situation probably needed a

Telangana part but the popularity of its leader-ship, the correct

different strategy. The continuation of the armed struggle proved to

strategy and tactics of the Party helped immensely.

be costly. The Party did not get the massive support of the people

The Andhra Party (it was a part of the composite Madras State)

which was available in abundance earlier. Some had become neutral.

was organisationally better equipped. The infrastructure of party

Congress supporters were openly hostile. The landlords came back

organisation was quite good. The leadership was ideologically and

and mobilised all those sections. The withdrawal of the armed

politically matured. The Andhra Party had given all help to the

struggle, its timing, the strategy became a hot topic of discussion

struggle of Telangana. Armed training camps were held. Fund and

inside the Party. Many valuable comrades lost their lives. Ultimately

weapons were collected. Volunteers joined the struggle in Telangana;

the Party decided to withdraw the armed struggle and participate in

many Andhra comrades were killed in Telangana.

the general elections.

Comrade C. Rajeswara Rao was in Hyderabad from 1946 itself
and other prominent leaders like Comrades P. Sundarayya,

Telangana armed struggle and its lessons some reviews

Tammareddy Satyanarayana, S.V.K. Prasad and many others directly

The Telangana armed struggle and its lessons are very much

joined to guide and participate in the struggle. Comrade CR created

relevant even today. The controversy about the withdrawal of the

the first nucleus of the Party in Hyderabad.

armed struggle is still a debating point. Some sections of Naxalites

There were two stages of the struggle. Stage 1 was from

and Maoists say that the withdrawal was wrong and their present

September 11, 1947 (the day the armed struggle started) to

armed struggle is the continuation of Telangana. Some comrades

September 17, 1948 (the day the Indian Army marched on

believe that the withdrawal was late, and should have been done

Hyderabad). Stage 2 was from that day till the withdrawal of the

earlier. Proper lessons can be drawn for the Indian revolution by

armed struggle in 1951.

honest indepth discussions on this subject.

In the first stage, there was wonderful support and sympathy of

Carolyn M.Elliot, study of peasant rebellions, he analyses “ the

the people. Landlords ran away from villages. Their huge bunglows,

peasant rebellion which swept through the telangana portion of

which were known as Devidis, were burnt down as they were the

southern India in 1946 focusses attention sharply on this problem.

shelters and centres of Razakars and the Nizam Police.

Questions regarding the revolutionary potentioal of peasants in this

K.M. Munshi, a confidant of Sardar Patel, was the Agent

especially backward area tell little about how communists cadres

General of the Government of India in the Hyderabad state. There

were able to build up a vigorous Maoist type of guerilla was across

was a standstill agreement between the Nizam and the Government

an area of 4000 villages”. He looked this movement as communist

of India. Though the Government of India wanted the Nizam to join

angel, he stated that communist workers were already enacting in the

the Indian Union, they did not want to use force. But as the

village they had won. Barrington Moore attributes it to a collapse of

Communists were becoming strong, there was fear of a communist

state authority at the time of independence, when the state’s Muslim
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prepared for longer battles.

population. He specifically rejects socio-economic causes, arguing

But there is class formation adopted by the communists, as

that peasants in many regions that did not witness rebellion. Hamza

javeed alam described “it has been the belief of the communists

Alavi and Donald Zagoria on the other hand emphasize the rise of

parties, right from their inception, that the exploited masses have a

nationalism imported from British India. Barry Pavier, reviewed The

natural propensity to unite to end exploitation and oppression. It is

Telangana armed strullge, he pointed out P.Sundarayya’s book,

not that this had not happened”.

even sundarayya shows, although he does not explain how or why,
that the party was being continuously driven to the left by the poor

Bahujan leadership and their heroism

peasants and agricultures. Dhanagare states that “the Tebhaga and

Even though, Thirumali, recent work on Against Dora And

Telangana insurrections were the product of a consciously adopted

Nizam: PeopleS Movement In Telangana 1939-1948, This work

revolutionary ideology and strategy by the CPI’, leaving no room for

illuminate the 1940s people movement of Telangana. Telangan

the people’s initiatives. For him, the purpose of the movement was

movement was a result of conscious effort of the mass(Bahujans) of

noting

grievances”

labourers and peasants with self-generated awareness of unjust

(Dhanagare1983). In his view the ‘peasant insurrection’ was virtually

subjection. It was initially an expression of their individual miserly,

the party insurrection or movement.

caste dissent and community protest against the unjust practices of

beyond

However,

“the

the

redress

modern

of

the

historian,

specific

scholar,

adapa

the doras. He rightly analysed that the peoples economic struggles,

satyanarayana, analysed, the writings of Telangana armed struggle,

transformed into political struggles to free the villages from the

Most studies on Telangana have inadequately discussed the complex

deshmukhs and to establish their ritghts over the land and to

nature of federal society and domination exercised by the landlords

appropriate the surplus produced. By 1945-46, the state’s desperate

over the peasantry at the grass roots llevel. Barry pavier (1981.30

actions against the growing peasant independence and assertion of

remarked: The villages of Telangana were dominated by particular

their social and traditional rights had inited all affected classes of

type of landlords called deshmukhs. Having been made a presence of

rural society”.

the dominant position in the rural economy, they resolutely
strenghthened themselves during the succeeding decades.

For instance, Peesari veeranna, a dalit leader from Warangal
district, objected to the use of the word harijan and in 1940s

How the deshmukhs were able to sustain and strenghthen their

criticized Gandhi on a public platform. He formed an armed squad to

domination was left unexplained. Similarly another scholar(Reddy

support and liberate dalits. He founded a place of worship to Allah in

1989, 275) wrote: the Jagirdars were so powerful that they could

Warangal, in the name of allah prabhu.

grab lands by fraud, which reduced the actual cultivator to the status

Even during the Peasant Armed Struggle in Telangana, the

of a tenate at will or laborers through such pernious practices as vetti

people held guns and fought the oppressors disregarding their lives.

or forced labour.

Chakali Ilamma, Doddi Komuraiah, Komuram Bheem, Bathini

Thus, the accounts of the political activists of the Telangana

Mogilaiah Goud and Bandagi were some of the martyrs who lost

armed struggle are full og instances of feudal landlord repression and

their precious lives in the struggle and they were great martyrs. They

brutalities.

are the heroes who defied the exploiting classes and sacrificed their

Thus most of the existing studies is an explanation as to how

lives in the struggle for the rights of the people. Because of this

feudal domination was sustained and reinforced in Telangana

struggle, thousands of innocent SC,ST,BC and minority people

villages? How bahujans were formed their identity? It attempts to

sacrificed their lives.

discussed.

Chakali Ilamma, one of the leaders of the Telangana armed

The Communist organizations were forned among the educated

struggle. Ilamma, belonging to a low caste (chakali) had not only

elite of the rural rich in Telangana and the urban middle class of

revolted against ‘zamindar' Ramachandra Reddy, during the struggle,

Hyderabad city. They transformed the landlords Andra Mahasabha

but also saved her crop and inspired the fight against the Nizam[ The

into

ideological

hindu, Nov., 1, 2010]. She was known also chityala ailamma. There

commitment and a sense of sacrifice. Though the people of telangana

is nothing of my husband nothing of my son it is my name that has

had risen in revolt with their seld-perceptions and aspirations, a

stood wherever i gothe sangham folk come and say ,'one should be

wll-articulated political perspective developed only through their

like ailamma'

a

people’s

organization

with

pragmatism,

association with the communists. The communists formulated the

Hailing from the chakali caste in palakurti village aillamma's

demands of the people, transformed the class issues into political

struggle for land and her Resistance to the nizam's forces make her a

issues in an an attempt to bring about unity among the anti-feudal

legend of the telangana peasant struggle. As the repression on her

classes to overthrow the landlord/Nizam regime. Through the

grew, she became totally involve in the struggle, travelling form

establishment of village sangams conducting political meetings and

village to village to escape the police. undeterred by arrest and torure

cultural shows, a larger number of village militants from service

the determination and courage aillamma showed was Exemplary.

caste, artisans and peasants were recruited into the party and were

Komaram bheem was born in family of Gonda Tribals in the
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forests of Adilabad. he was not exposed to the out side world and

highest in his pursuit of defending social justice. During the

didn not have any formal education. Bheem realising that the time

autocratic regime in the Nizam State, one Battina Mogilaiah, a n

was near to revolt against the the Nizam Government's wild official

mfreedom fighter, was stabbed in broad day light by the Razakars in

injustice, Komaram Bheem became a veritable deity, raging with the

the streets. And Kaloji reacted fiercely to this and wrote strangely a

fire of revolt. Talukdar Abdul Sattar failed to bring Bheem to

Te1ugu lyric addressed to Sri Mirza Ismail, the Chief Minister of the

kow-tow his line. Abdul Sattar, well equipped with ninety policemen

state. “Did you find out the ‘badmash’ that stabbed Mogilayya in the

armed with guns, attacked Bheem, who did not have any armour to

street? Did you atleast-console Mogilayya’s mother and wife for

protect himself. On that fateful full moon night, hundreds of

their loss”.

followers of Bheem armed themselves with bows, arrows, swords

The following

leaders also participated in this historical

and spears. The fearless Gonds launched a frontal assault, from just a

movement but the availability of literature

dozen feet away from the Nizam's police force, braved their guns,

heroism.

only to be riddled with bullets.

Turrebaaz khan, Shoebulla khan, M B Goutham

That night, the moon burnt like a flaming sun. That night, the
wild moonlight became a veritable stream of tears.

I have not analyses their

Bandagi, Doddi Komarayya, Maqdum Moinuddin,

Kancha ilaiah pointed out that, ‘even the entire Telangana

That night, the

armed struggle could not a produce a single SC leader or ideologue.

martyr Komaram Bheem became a deity and eternal hero to the

Of course, from the OBCs, it produced Nassar, a burrakatha singer

Hindu community.

and actor, and Suddala Hanumanthu, a poet and singer whose poems

Komaram Bheem is Trible leader who fought

against the erstwhile Asaf Jahi Dynasty for the liberation of
Hyderabad State at the Beginning of the 20 th century .In telugu, he
si known as Komaram Puli. The birth of the liberation movement

on vetti, exploitation’. he further argued that,
Conclusion

originally took place when Hindus, be it villagers (Gramvasis),

The Telangana armed struggle has to be analysed from different

forest-dwelling tribals (Vanavasis) or city-dwellers (Nagaravasis),

angles. Besides the poor, agricultural labour, small peasants led by

were fed up of the atrocities of the Nizam of Hyderabad.

the Party, a broad section of middle peasantry, small, petty business

Under the Nizam's theocratic rule (as under the previous rule by

people, intelligentsia supported the armed struggle and saved our

the Sultans), Hindus were killed or forcibly converted in lakhs.

underground leaders during the most difficult times. Poets, writers,

Countless Hindu women and children were raped and carred away as

journalists, government employees, Hindus, Muslims stood by the

sex slaves. Ancient Hindu temples were desecrated and destroyed

armed struggle. Women played an important role.

and built over by mosques. Hindu names of cities were banned and

There is a necessity to study deeply the reasons that prompted

Islamic Slave Names were imposed on cities, viz. Hyderabad,

different sections of society to support the Telangana armed struggle.

Nizamabad, Sikandarabad, Adilabad, Karimnagar, Zaheerabad,

Only that will help one to get a comprehensive understanding of the

Musheerabad, Quthbullapur and so on. As neither Vanavasis,

Telangana armed struggle.

Gramvasis or Nagaravasis were spared the Islamic oppression, it was

Most of the writings on Telangana till now are from a limited

obvious that all of them would rise up in revolt. A group of Hindu

angle of the struggle. Some have given only partial account of this

bravehearts together to protest these acts, and finally, took up violent

heroic battle. The split of the communist movement has created a

means to counter the Nizam and safeguard the Hindu masses.

situation in which some writers tried to undermine the role of some

Komaram Bheem is a bright flame that lit the fire of liberation

important leaders and ignore them. History cannot be written based

amongst the people.

on the whims and fancies of the writers. I hope an impartial,

Even before in this region of Telangana one of the prominent
hero name called Sardar Sarvayi Papanna Goud born in Goud

comprehensive account of the Telangana armed struggle will be
written by future historians without distortion.

Community at Khilashapur Village near jangaon in Warangal District.

September 17, 1948 was the day when the Indian Army

He fought against the Muslim rule in Telangana. He Constituted

marched on the Hyderabad state, liberated it from the Nizam and the

some mansions and protected the interest of poor. He lived During

merger of the Hyderabad state into the Indian Union was announced.

the Period of AurangaZeb Hsivaji conquered maharastra From

The recent debates and arguments about nizam state/regime

Muslim rule and at the Same Time Papanna occupied Telangana area

autocratic or liberation state, September 17 as Telangana Liberation

from Mughal Rule Between 1687 to 1724More .....Members........

Day?or Telangana Muslim JAC conducted a meeting opposing

For Our Telangana.

celebratery Sept- 17 as Liberation Day Integration Dayis very

Able leaders like Sri M. S. Rajalingam, M. N. Rangachary
(Parkal),

relevant as argued The nizam’s rule as propogated by the

Bathini Mogilaiah, Ranganaikulu, Cheruku Kanthaiah

communists is as if carved in stone, but telangana under Nizam’s

fought for the freedom of Hyderabad and its merger into the Indian

direct rule was different. On the other hand, that part of telangana

Union.

under the rule of deshmukhc and jagirdars was different. In the

Bathini Mogilaiah was from backward class leader from Khila

region that was under the Nizams direct rule the SC, ST, BCs and the

Warangal. Here is one example of his fearlessness in tackling the

minorities had an importance unmatched anywhere else in the
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country. The Nizam, who had honoured the great founders of the

SocialHistory,Kanishka, New Delhi, 2005, p.146.

AdiHindu movement, Bhagya Reddy Varma and Arige Ramaswamy,
had spent crores of rupees on the development of SC, ST, and BC
education. the Nizam who had made B.S.Venkat Rao his education
minister is bound to be a great man for the SC,ST,and BCs. The
Nizam had passed a law elimination bonded labor in 1910.
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